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INTRODUCTION. 
The analysis of expressions and conversion to final machine form starte in 

pass 6. In this pags expressions are converted into so-called inverse Polish for. 
Jn this form the operations are chosen to conform to those available in the order 
code of the machine, but no account is taken of the use of the available machine 
registers. In pass 7 thie string is converted into an operation string which refers 
directly to machine registers. ; 

THE FORM AND MEANING OF TH® INVERSE POLISH NOTATION. 

In the inverse Polish notation expressions consist of a string of 
operands (identifiers etc.) and operators (+ = / > ete.), However, parentheses have 
been elimind ted. Examples: 

ab+ecda-/ 
axberda 

The meaning of an inverse Polish string, i.e. the rules for evaluating the result 
of the expression, assumes the existence of a stack for holding the actual values 
of operands, including intermediate results. let us denote this as follows: 

. OPERAND STACK [1:eome unknown upper limit} 
The Polish string never refera directly to a given location in the OPURAND S7ACZ. 
Rather the references are implied in the structure of the Polish string itself. 
Thus the. «a: Intermediate results of the evaluation are anonymous. 

Now the evaluatinn can be described as follows: Proceed through the string 
from left to right in a strictly sequential fashion. When encountering an operand 
place this at the top. of the OPERAND STACK by performing the following operations: 

last used := last used + 1; 
OPERAND STACK [last used] := value(operand); 

When encountering ean operator, perform the corresponding operation on the values 
found at the top of the stack and place the result of the operation also at the 
top of the stack. The exact action depends on the nature of the operator. Unary 
operators ("negative", - and others to be introduced later) do not change "last 
used". Example: - produces the following action: , 

OPERAND STACK[last used] := + OPERAND SPACK [last used] 
Binary operators (+ / > a etc.) remove one item from the top of the stack. Example: 
/ produces the following action: 

last used s= last used - 1; _ 
OPERAND STACK [last used] := OPERAND STACK[last used | / . 

| OPERAND STACK fiast used + 1] 
As an illustration a step-by-step evaluation of the two above examples will be 
presented. In addition to the values held in the OPERAND STACK the mathomatical 
expression for these values are given. It should be carefully noted, however, that 
the OPERAND STACK can only hold values (numbers, logical values) and the expressions 
given are only for the readez's convenience. 
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Example of evaluation: ab+cd-~- / 
Assume a=], b=2, o=3, dof. 

Input symbol ja {|b i+ jc a 
After processing 
of input symbol: pe 

OPERAND STACK [11]1(a)} 2 (2) 3 (aed) 3 (asd)) 3 (aeb) 3 (aed) ~3 ((ard)/(e-d)) 
12\ 2 (bd) 3B (c) [3 (ec) |-2 (ca) 
3h; }4 (da) 

Example 2: aga beoa 
Assume asfalse, b=2, c=3. 

Input symbol a [7 jb c >. A 
After processing 
OPERAND snack false (a) true (sa) jtrue (+a) tme (qa)iteue (4a) | false («aab>c) 

. 2 (bv) 12 () false (b>c) 
ba! 13 (ce) 

§ ™
 

  

CONVERSION OF AIGOL EXPRESSION INTO INVERSE POLISH FCRH. 

The conversion of a parenthesized ALGOL expression into inverse Polish form 

may be afpmplished by means of a method which has been deseribed by Dijkstra 

(APIC Bulletin no. 7, May 1961 and AIGOL Bulletin Supplement no. 10: Making a 
Translator for ALGOL 60). This method makes use of priority numbers associated 
with the operators and pa rentheses as follows: 
Priority number Delimiter 
0. begin [ ( if for 
1 end | ) then “else 
2 S25 

3 z 
4 > 
5 Vv 

6 A 
7 a 
8 CK 22> ¢¥ 
9 t=) 
10° "negative" x f 
il 

- The method works briefly as follows: The ALGOL expression is scanned fron left 
to right. Operands are immediately trensmitted to the output. Operators and left 

parentheses are entered into an OPERATOR STACK. This will at any one time hold 

those operators which have already occurred in the input but which have not yet 
been intered in the output (the Polish string) because the quantity on which the 

operator will operate has not yet been completed. ach new operator encountered 
in the input is compared with the operator waiting at the top of the OPERATOR 

STACK. If the priority of the operator waiting in the stack is higher than that 
of the new operator the operator waiting is removed from the stack and sent to 
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the output. This comparison of priorities is repeated until no opsrator having a higher priority than the new operater is found in the OPERATOR STACK. Then the new operator is placed at the top of the stack. Left parantheses are troated like other operators. Right parentheses (incl. end ] °)" then alse) on the other hand will not be placed in the OPENATON STACK, but will remove the corresponding left parenthesis. 
Example of conversion from ALGOL to inverse Polish notation: ((atb)/(c-d)) Input C i ja fe fo i) [/ IC je we jaf) 4) 
After processing: 

cr
 

OPERATOR rack C HH oH 1 TC TO TC Te fe Te de 
2] ( 1 HC IC / V/V VY 
ty +- |} C i ie i 
4] - |e 

Output (Polish) | la b f+ } te Id t/ 
t 

A more complete discussion of the operators uged in Ciex Jigel will be given 
bolow, 

TYPE CHECKING. 

The above conversion algorithm may very conveniently be oxtended with faci- lities for a complete type checking and ea detection of types of the operands for eaoh occurrence of the operators. This latter is of interest particularly for the power operator because a distinction is needed between integer and real exponents. ¥or this present purpose ve perform a pseudo evaluation of the expression at the seme time as it is generated in the inverse Polish form. This pseudo evaluation will of course not involve actual values but will only operate with theltypes of the Values. This, however, is exactly what is necessary to perform a type checiing. In order to illustrate this approach we give another example of a conversion which includes the behavior of the STACK FOR TYPE -oF OPERAND: 
Bxample of conversion with type development: (4 ab > 0), Boolean as integer b; 

                    

Inputs ( |, ja je tb [> Je |) zeal ¢; After processing 
OPERATOR STack{1}/( 1( [( 1¢ 1¢ ( ( 

{af CT + NN NIN fs 

[3] > |> 
Output (Polish) - Ja Ja do e |> fa STACK FOR TYPE . 

OF OPERAND =f} oo. | Boo | Boo | Boo} Boo |Boo | Boo l2 int | inti int [Boo 
B real 

Note that the final ) produces the output of two operators > and A“, 
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By this method it is possible to sheck that the typos of opsrends aro com 

sistent with the operators opsreting a1 thes. The orincipel consisteney mile3 mat 
be stated as fellows: 

   

Operator Required type of operands Yield results of type 

Arithmetic real integer weal intecer 
Relational real integor ; . x 
Boolean Boolean Ecolean 

For binary operators she handling of the STACK FOR TYP OF OPSRAND nay be 

modified in the following nenner. Instoad cf imitating the work of the OPERAND 
STACK exactly it is possible to exteacs ana check the type information soncermine 

the first opsrand belonging to o binary operator at the tine when this orerater 
is entered into the OPERAWRSTACK. Th2 edvantaga of thig is that we ic net have 
to check the consistency o” an operatacard both of its cperands at the came time, 
A disadvantage is that in she case of the erithmetic operators, + - 4 / 1 we have 

to attach the type of the 7irst operanil to that opsrater which is entered into 
the OPERATOR STACK. Thus for exemple tiere will bs two possible 4 operators in the 
OPERATOR STACK, one “integers” and the other "realy". The follaring example shows 
the use of this method: 

Example of conversion to Polish netation with modified types handling. 

Agteger 1, j, k, My my real as 
((i + a)Nj + kxnafm)) 

Input: CiCqajieda |) it Cia te te [eta ft ial) - ) 
After processing: : : 
operator srack [1] iC | ( | ( 

ay) iC iC 

b
e
 

o
o
 a
 

4,
 

3 3,
 

om
nt

p 

( ( 
rfl cf} rfl et ct) ct 

| i+ MC ICECE CTC HC 
{ie ia} de} de) d+] Le 

                                
Ss] | Ax} in} ax] ix 

[6] atlat 
Output (Polish) i a |+ j ki fay tm ifar «x 4 Tue 

TYPE CHECK Stack[Y | [in] ize! ze do} {in} jant lin dp | xe } 4 : t : , . } 

Note that in this example the type of ntm is taken to be integer. Further that 
it is asoumed that there exist distinct operators "fi" (power to integer exponent) 
and "fr" (power to real exponent). Ths details of the treatment of erithnotic tyoes 
will be discussed below. 

 


